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In Sports...
Injuries
can’t stop
SJSU midfielder
Mike Arzabal
as he starts
his fourth season with
the Spartans.
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See story on page 4.

As peace
unfolds, reflect
on the changes
in the lives of
people living
in the
Middle East.
See story on page 6.
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Phone
policy
changes

Whites
at SJSU
drop in
number

By Bryan Cotton
Span:oil may Stall Will, /

Un.iversity lit ’lisIlig decision u) get
out of the telephone business has
caused some mixed feelings.
Last year, students In iiig in the resie iced teledence halls automatit all
phi me services with then ’,sans. This
cci the\ must subs, tibe for phone Ser\

t
s’, iii lele«muntinications.
-We %sallied
pin rilt
Wcali Ilan, assist,’ it
dire( Iii of adininisu alive and finam ial
operations for university housing. "It

By Can din.’ Moni ler
sp,inaii
The number
of white stuhas C ALIFORNIA
dentsdropped over s
the last five years
TATE
In
at SJSU.
1988, 56.4 perNIVERSITY
cent of the stuwere
dents
white. The number dropped to
46.9 percent in 1992.
In fall 1992, white students comprised 34
percent of first-time freshmen, a decrease
from 45 percent in 1988.
CSU educators are trying to explain the
phenomenon with a number of theories.
One theory is that many white middleincome families who may not qualify for
financial aid cannot afford the fee increase.
Renuka Gajjar, data administrator at
SJSU’s institutional research office, said
according to SJSU standards, Caucasians
students are listed as white. She said that the
category "unknown" contains students who
decline to state an ethnic affiliation.
The "unknown" category has risen, from
7.2 percent in 1988, to 10.2 percent in 1992.
Among these "unknown" students there
may be different ethnicities, including Caucasians. In this past year, the amount of
"unknown" students was larger than that of
Hispanic (10 percent) or African American
(4.1 percent) students.

... my perspective is that
middle-class white students
were not being recuited;
we are beginning to see
drops in white students
numbers.’
Ed Chambers
tor:Wm...0ns and krvordt

California’s shifting population is another theory used to explain the change in
numbers. Leroy Morishita, director of planning and analytic studies at San Francisco
State, said "part of the decrease in the white
student population is due to declining ’lumbers of (white) high school graduates."
SFSU has also seen a decline in the number of white student enrollment, from 54
percent in 1988 to 50.1 percent in 1992. But
their overall student population has also
declined, from 28,132 students in 1988 to
26,530 in 1992.
Ed Chambers, SJSU’s associate executive
vice president for admissions and records,
stem has
has a different idea. ’The (CSI
implemented a real emphasis on educational equity enrollment," he said. "Concentrated efforts through outreach and
recruitment were centralized in educational equity groups into higher education.
Because of that, my perspective is that middle-class white students were not being
recruited; we are beginning to see drops in
white students numbers."
If the white student population is
decreasing, the logical assumption is that
SJSU’s minority student population is
increasing. From a 43.6 percent of minorities (all minority groups considered together) in 1988, the number rose to 53.1 percent in 1992. Within these groups, the
largest percentage of students can be found
in the Asian group, which rose from 19.3 to
23 percent in the four-year period.
This data shows there is an overrepresentation of Asian students as compared to the
total Asian population in San Jose. Conversely, there is an underrepresentation of
African Americans, Hispanics, American
Indians/Alaskan, Filipinos, and Pacific
Islanders in comparison to their rising numbers in the community.
"Outreach and recruitment are looking
at serving all students," Chambers said. ’We
are continuing our educational equi7 but
channeling our efforts to all students.
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John Koller, front, and Paul Diamantine try on sunglasses at the Atrican Community Fair in front of the Student
Union Tuesday. The fair was organi:ed by the Black Student Union and will run through today.

Fair brings culture to campus
By Bryan Cotton

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

An African Community Fail
started Tuesday and continues
Wednesday in the Art Quad by
SJSU’s Black Student Union.
"It’s an event designed to bring
together African-American organizations on campus as well as
African-American businesses in
San Jose," said Nicole Padellan,
BSU vice-president.
This is the first time the BSU
has put on the event, but there
are plans to continue it at least
once a semester, Padellan said.
"One reason win we put on
the fair is to utilize the resources
that we have in the community

and hopefully develop a partnership with local black businesses,"
she said.
Sean Davis, a senior chemistry
major who is also a BSU member,
said the group got the idea from
Ron Gay, a member of Striving
Black Brothers and Sisters.
’The idea was to have a vendor
fair that wasn’t a nut of African
Awareness Month," Davis said.
"I was hoping to start a relationship between organizations
and vendors to eventually build
an African American store that
would benefit the African community," he said.
Pacfellan would also like to see
culture celebrated
African

throughout the year.
"We’d like to make it a tradition to celebrate African culture
outside of February," she said.
The fair includes vendors who
sell African Art, African clothing,
afrocentric books, t-shirts and jewelry.
Organizations participating in
the event are allowed to solicit
information about their group to
people.
Last year the BSU existed as
ALERT (African Leaders Educating and Rising Together).
The organization changed its
name because students were
more familiar with the concept of
a BSI’.

Jewish clubs observe Rosh Hashana
By Jason Meagher
Spartan Daily Stair Writer

ilappy New Year! Today is Rosh
Hashana, the celebration of the year
5754 of the Jewish calendar.
The Jewish Campus Outreach invited Rabbi Yosef Levin to speak on
Rosh Hashana’s mystical meaning
and significance of its rituals to a small
audience on Monday.
Levin, a member of the Hasidic

branch of Orthodox NEM III
Judaism, explained MIL MI MI II
Rosh 111111111
that
at
Man 11111111111
Hashana,
accepts the rule of
diversity
the King (God),
which is essential to the King’s ithilin
to rule his people. Levin explained
that the coming of the new year is a
time for all men and women to freely
embrace God.

The Jewish Campus Outreach is a
new student organization with a goal
to educate people about Jewish tradition.
’The ancient teachings ofJudaism
are alive and applicable to today’s
world," Rabbi Levitt said
The organization is oriented mainly towards the Jewish community. but
anyone interested in Orthodox
Judaism is welcome.

was just adding another layer of
bureaucracy for the students to have to
wade through for services."
"It became apparent to the housing
staff and the telecommunication staff
that it would be easier and we might be
..1,Ie to offer better services if we
\.( ked directly with students on their
set vices," said Karen McCarty, director
of Telecommunications.
The change has reduced annual
housing rates by $227 for students living in a single or super single room,
according to Weidman. For those living
iii);. double
$2
rooms, the cost has reduced
Some students feel that the change
has not saved them any money.
"Housing said that the rate for
returning students would go down, but
if you add the cost of having the phone
in your room, it’s the same," said Tarta
Smithman, a sophomore anthropology
major who lives on campus.
"It’s ridiculous." said Laura Lloyd,
who also lives on campus. "Housing
comes out of my financial aid. So now!
havesfelto., pay $21 a month for a phone
Ii’,
Reduction in this year’s telecommunication rates offer students savings,
according to McCart. The annual
price students will pay this year for set.xi( es will be $21.25 less for single space
occupants and $21.08 less for double
space occupants.
The new system creates a situation
that did not previously exist. In a double room, an occupant would have to
pay the full price if the other roommate chooses not to have the service,
since the cost is no longer split between
roommates housing bills. The cost
would be $81.75 more than last year’s
rate.
In addition to reduction in the
telecommunication rates. students save
in other ways.
An optional service still offered this
year lets students subscribe to an access
See PHONES. paw 3

Interim dean sets fund-raising, morale goals
By Lana.Jang
Special to itie Spartan
From arranging a simple
display case in MacQuarrie
Hall to searching for private
funding, Dr. Michael Ego
has been very busy for the
last two and a half months as
interim dean of the College
of Applied Sciences and
Arts.
Ego, associate dean of the
college since 1989, was
named interim dean on July
1, 1993. He replaces Rose
Tseng, who left SJSU last
spring to become chancellor
of the West Valley Mission
Community College District.
He is a tenured professor
in SJSU’s Department of
Recreation and Leisure
Studies.
"He has been very competent and hard working as
associate dean for the last
four years," Tseng said. "He’s
a strong support for students
and faculty.
Ego has two objectives
while serving as interim
dean for the fall semester
find private funding for a
college plagued with budget
cuts, and maintain the
morale of faculty and staff.
SJSU is now state-assisted
rather than state-funiled,

nit.wing instead of being
adequately funded by the
state, the university needs to
find other ways of financing
programs. SJSU has seen a
budget reduction of 20 percent in the last two years.
To make ends meet for
faculty, staff and students,
the College of Applied Sciences and Arts has to look to
other avenues for money
through private funding and
fund-raising campaigns.
"We are better than we
thought we might be in
terms of the budget, but
we’re not out of the woods,"
said Ego.
Ego plans to use these
outside funds for faculty and
staff seminars, workshops,
resources and development
that will better the education
of students.
One avenue Ego is
pleased with is the Dean’s
Advancement
Council,
made up of community supporters, alumni and friends
of the university. One of the
council’s goals this semester
is to help fund computer lab
upgiades in the college.
1.i.ping the spirit of staff
and fat ulty up through
demoralizing situations, like
lai I., itt pa’, raises ill td inad-

eqi . IC resources, is anothe
of Ego’s objectives.
Departments and schools,
as divet se as they are, have
created a %el S positive emiromnent Sot Ii "h umanistic"
leaders despite the budgetary challenges during the
past years, Ego said.
He feels that the excellence of the faculty and staff
and their positive attitudes
could he more recognized.
A small but effective start of
this recognition is the display case in MacQuarrie
Hall with profiles and pictures of faculty and staff.
Applied Sciences and Arts
is a college with more than
5,000 students majoring in
10 departments and two
schools. With 15 majors. the
college has the second
largest number of majors in
the university.
Ego will serve as interim
dean while the search for a
permanent replacement.
continues. He has applied
for the position, which will
start spring semester.
Until then, he will still get
to the office by 8:30 a.m.
and work until 7’ p.m. dealing with the students, faculty
and staff from the different
schools and departments.
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Dr. Mike Ego is the new Interim Dean of the School of Applied Arts
and Sciences. He took over the position in July.
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Editorial

Campus Viewpoint

Give peace
a chance

The ultimate of all
human stupidities

handshake between the two oncewas tentative. But each
man hoped it %Nookd bring peace.
Israeli Prime Nlinistei Yitzhak Rabin and Palestine Liberation Organization Chairman Yasser
Arafat joined hands and Middle East politics and
relations changed forever.
The two old WittriCWS had grown tired of seeing
their people killed; too much blood had been
spilled. They decided that the time for peace is
now
The handshake is only the beginning of what
will hopefully be a long and enduring peace, the
beginning of the end of the senseless violence
against innocent people on both sides.
But one handshake, one piece of paper cannot
erase hundreds of years of conflict. It cannot
soothe the burning pain of loved ones lost in
countless wars.
This peace between Israel and the Palestinians
must go beyond historic documents. It begins
i.yith each in, lividual in the embattled area.
During M. ,liday’s ceremony. Rabin said: "It is
certainly not easy for the families of the victims of
the wars, violence, terror, whose pain will never
heal; for the many thousands who defended our
lives in their own and have even sacrificed their
lives tor our own. For them, this ceremony has
come too late."
The peace accord means that the healing can
now begin, that lifelong enemies must begin to
look at each other in a new light. Both sides must
learn to let go of the hatred and this certainly will
not be easy. But, it must be done.
"My people are hoping that this agreement
which we are signing today marks the beginning
of the end of a chapter of pain and suffering
which has lasted throughout this century," Arafat
said Monday.
Both Rabin and Arafat should be credited for
their courage and their desire to finally end the
conflict. "We say to you today in a loud and clear
voice, enough of blood and tears. Enough!" Rabin
said.
Unfortunately; extremists on both sides would
like to see both men dead for daring to end the
conflict.
"We know a difficult road lies ahead," President
Clinton said. "Every peace has its enemies, those
who still prefer the easy habits of hatred to the
hard labors of reconciliation."
Terrorist Abu Nidal threatened to kill Arafat if
the PLO signed the agreement with Israel. Rabin
faces the hostility of many Israelis. In addition to
this new peace, both men share being labeled traitors by extremists in their respective groups.
It is difficult to understand why, after all of this
time, some would rather continue the violence
than usher in peace. How many more people
have to die in that part of the world before they
realize that the only way they can survive is to
learn to survive together?
It was once thought that there was no chance
that Israel and Palestinians would reach an agreement about anything.
Rabin and Arafat both thought of the future of
their respective people when they entered the
agreemetit; for without peace, there is no future.
Peace.:. Yes, peace.
TI
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Relax, it’s only the beginning
peace is here! Peace is books: missing teeth, hairy
BEN1
here! The Israelis and moles, big noses and evil looks.
WEENBER
Hatred has penetrated deep
Palestinians made peace.
Take it easy folks. Not so in both societies, although by difquick. To use the all too popular ferent means and it will probably
BEACH AND WINE
comparison to the Berlin Wall, I take many years, if not generawould say that only the first tions, to uproot it.
brick, though possibly the most
One of the most common fallacies used by Israelis opposing World War II Germany and
important one, was removed.
There will be no peace until an independent Palestinian state Japan.
the Palestinians are independent is the nine mile theory.
Since my dream of a PalestinThis theory says that a Pales- ian state is going to come true
in their own country. Palestinians associate too many bad tinian state is out of the question, yes, it will come trueit is time
memories with the sight of Israeli because 20 miles north of Tel- to adopt a new dream, one of
troops, so until Palestinian inde- Aviv. at Israel’s narrowest point, true peace and friendship.
Israel could be cut in half if an
pendence, it is at hest a truce.
My dream has two neighborThe Palestinians are very enemy army conquers the nine ing countries with extended
pi Laid people, and they’ve been miles between the West Bank municipal powers, and special
humiliated and abused by Israel and the Mediterranean.
alien-resident status to Palestinifor way too long. It will take
This theory is false, because ans and Israelis who wish to live
more than partial autonomy to whatever peace agreement will in the other nation’s country.
bring peace and it will take many be reached, an independent
These special rights will
years and possibly generations Palestine will have severe restric- include voting in local elections;
for a friendship to develop.
tions on military build-up.
consequently, Palestinians and
The agreement, I am certain,
Hatred to Jews has been
Israelis will be able to settle
ingrained in many Palestinians will also have a clause stating that anywhere they wish, and have
since childhood and many any invasion of Palestine by Jor- proportional representation in
became hardened haters ofJews, dan, the only other nation bor- powerful municipal governafter seeing the lives of innocent dering the West Bank, will be a ments (and therefore full conrelatives and friends devastated legitimate excuse for Israel to trol over internal affairs if a comby the occupation forces. Yasser enter Palestine and confront Jor- munity is purely Jewish or AraArafat can sign anything he dan.
bic).
wants, but it will take more than
The Jewish nation lived in
a piece of paper to uproot such
Israel for 2,000 years before they
hatred.
were forced out by the Romans.
’To use the all too
Israelis, too, were devastated
While most of the Jews were
by the occupation. It is not easy
away for the following 2,000
popular
to beat up innocent people and
years, they always considered
comparison to the Israel to be their home country,
to consider yourself a moral person at the same time. Many’
and a small Jewish community
Berlin Wall... only was
Israelis solved this internal conalways maintained in israel,
flict by dehumanizing Arabs. In
the first brick,
the homeland of the Jews.
Israel, and I lived there for the
Although the Palestinian
although possibly
better part of my life, Arabs are
national movement was born
commonly referred to as "dogs,"
only during the 1960’s, their
the most
as "dirty" and as "smelly."
ancestors came to the same
important one,
When I grew up, a common
piece of land over 1,000 years
children’s book was "Danny Din:
ago.
was removed.’
The Kid who Sees but Cannot be
Both nations have every right
Seen."
to call that land home, and neiSuperhero Danny Din, who
ther one has an optional place to
accidentally swallowed an experIsrael will probably be able to go. Let’s live in peace; the other
imental potion which made him meet the Jordanian army half option is way too costly.
invisible, helped the Israeli forces way or better.
by going behind enemy lines.
Palestine, instead of investing
Whenever I see caricatures of in a military build-up, could conJews in Nazi literature from the centrate on developing it’s infraBen Weinberg is a Daily staff
1930’s, I remember the Illustra- structure. Limitations on army
columnist. His column appears
tions of Arabs in the Danny Din size definitely worked for post
every other Wednesday.

Replace technology with simplici
easy to become
It’s
engrossed by the accelerating pace of technological
change, following the latest
advances and eagerly anticipating the day when bottom technology (building machines atom
by atom) will make semi-conductors as obsolete as vacuum tithes.
From beepers and cellulai
telephones to computers, VCRs
and video games, technology has
impacted every facet of our
lives.
Technology allows us to be
more productive, better entertained and well connected to the
world around us. It is also very
time consuming and intrusive.
Technology can accomplish
some wonderful things, but
sometimes I look at my television, telephone and the rest of
my toys and I just want to throw
them all out the window.
Every time I am awakened at
3 a.m. hy a phone call from a

telemarketing program, every
IKEN
time I spend too much money to
MOORE
rent a videotape, I regret my
technological cocoon.
I long for the simple life such
WRITER’S FORUM
as Thoreau led at Walden Pond,
surrounded by life rather than
machines.
I feel compelled to go to some
There is something alx nit the
unspoiled mountain valley where incredible majesty of such surthe only smoke in the air is from roundings that I find humbling.
the small wood fire I built for I am merely another living
warmth and cheer.
organism playing my small role
I want to hear the birds in the incredible web of life.
singing and the squirrels chid- Only as a part of nature do I ever
ing. Not just during vacation, but feel fully and truly alive.
on every morning of my life.
Such are my thoughts when
There is something joyous in life’s complications and stress
shivering through a rainstorm overcome me. I see my fellow citunprotected in a mountain izens dropping like flies from the
grove, or drinking the clear, cold stress of modern life, and I want
water of a mountain spring.
to escape to the virgin wilderI find a spiritual satisfaction in ness. Maybe I’ll go. Maybe I’ll
the scent of clamp earth, the just rent "Dances With Wolves"
chill wind blowing over a glacier, again.
the absolute freedom of wild
Kevin Moore is a Daily
creatures.
staff writer

From conflict comes understanding, which,
when positively explored, begets compromise.
The will to compromise depends on the degree
of pains and sufferings that conflict has imposed
on a feuding party.
Only then can wisdom prevail on the table of
discussions, through where understanding is
developed and compromise is reached.
The continuing fracas between the Israelis and
the Palestine Liberation Organization is an
one that unfortuexample of such conflict
nately took hundreds of lives, before emotion
gave way to reason.
I remember when the Six Day War broke out in
1967; I was only seven years old. I asked my dad
what is the meaning of war?
He said, "I wish I can really give you the true
definition of win., son; except to say that war is the
most ultimate of all human stupidity."
As the hostilities between the Israelis and its
Arab neighbors progressed from the end of a sixday war to the daily conflict between the victor
and the vanquished, i remember that statement.
Israel by right, refusing to give up the lands it
occupied during the war, imposed strict laws and
regulations on the Palestinians living in the occupied territories.
An umbrella poll tical group claiming to represent the world’s estimated four and half million
Palestinian Arabs was formed in 1964 to centralize the leadership of various Palestinian groups
previously operating as a clandestine resistance
movement; this group came into prominence
after the Arab/Israeli war of 1967.
In 1969, Yasser Arafat, leader of Fatah, the
largest of the Palestinian group, became chairman of the political organization now known as
the PLO. The PLO then became the authentic
resistance organization, fighting to wrestle their
occupied land from the state of Israel.
As months went by, hundreds of Palestinians
and Israelis were shot and killed in the occupied
territories. Over 100,000 Palestinians fled their
homeland: many who remained behind had their
homes blown apart by Israeli security forces,
searching Islamic fundamentalist operating a war
of sabotage against the state of Israel.
Life in the occupied territories was, and still is,
a daily routine of harassment and arrest of Palestinians by the Israelis, as well as death on both
sides. As both side lives in tensions and suspicions
of one another, each side called the other names
and renewed their call for the destruction of the
other.
Casualties piled up, yet, both sides refused to
see eye to eye. It seemed these hostilities would
never come to an end. For two groups fated to
live side by side, it seemed fruitless to continue to
live in hatred of one another.
My father was right; war is the ultimate of all
human stupidity.
Several years into this conflict, my family moved
to Athens, Greece, close to this troubled region.
In 1973, we spent our first summer holiday in
Beirut, then the business capital of the Middle
East.
I remember sitting by the window for hours in
my hotel room at the top floor of the hotel, staring down into the magical beauty of the city of
Beirut, the rows and rows of tall sky scrappers, the
beautiful shopping malls and their blazing night
lights, the heavy tliiffic of people moving to and
from.
But five years later, when I went back to Beirut,
everything had changed. Broken down houses littered the streets, with bullet holes all over those
that were still standing. The city was in total ruin.
Yes, indeed, war is the most ultimate of all human
stupidity.
As causalities piled up, the pain was shared on
both sides, and ignorance gave way to reasons
and sensible results. Arafat was getting old and
the struggle was getting nowhere.
It didn’t matter what the Syrians, the Jordanians
and the other Arab states may think of Arafat’s
decision to make peace with Israel; at least, they
all have a country, but the Palestinians have none.
It must have been a heartbreaking moment of
courage for Arafat for he was well aware of the
consequences of his decision, but his love for his
people supersedes his concern for his life.
The same goes for Prime Minister Rabin: he
knew that no nation can live in hostility with its
close neighbor; it has to come to an end. No matter the superiority of the Israeli military forces,
conflict with close neighbors is a distraction of
time and resources away from the important matters of the state.
In an era of dwindling global resources, it is
senseless to continue wasting time and money,
fighting and encouraging hostility, when all it
takes to make peace is a willingness for dialogue,
tempered with a sense of wisdom.
Rabin knew the opposition he would face from
some of his people; nevertheless, he did what he
thought was best for his people. He too deserves
our respect.
While Israel and the PLO has finally allowed
wisdom to prevail on their table of discussions, we
ciin’t forget peace should be given time to prevail
as well. A lot has happened in the last 25 years;
many lives has been lost,
It is time for healing, but the pain would be
slow to heal. It is the collective responsibilities of
everyone in that region to give peace a chalice.
All it needs is time.
Arafat and Rabin have already made the move,
the rest must make the time. Meanwhile, a big
toast to all the people of that region and all the
best of luck!
Ailabogie Aikpaojit
junior, political science
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TODAY
AKBAYAN CLUB: First general
meeting, 2:30 p.m. Engineering Auditorium 534. Call Rich
or Eileen 534 1140
ALPHA PHI SORORITY: Drop
by, afternoon, 210 S. 10th St.
call Sandy 730-8297, or
House 287-5755.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA: Pizza
Jacks Italian Dinner, 6 p.m. - 8
p.m. 355 E. Reed St. Call
Mike Herkeonrath or Jason
Wood 294-7035
AVIATION DEPARTMENT: Annual Information Meeting, 7:00
p.m. Aviation bulding. Call
924-6580
CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT: Advanced interviewing for accounting and
finance majors, 2:30 p.m. SU
Umunhum Rm., Building a
resume, 5:30 p.m. SU
Almaden Rm, Call 924-6033.
CATHOUC CAMPUS MINISTRY/
THE CATHOUC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Four gospels, 7 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center, 10th
St. and San Carlos. Call Fr
Mark 298-0204.
Chi Pi Sigma: Pizza lunch,
230 S. 10th St. Call 9989113.
DELTA GAMMA SORORITY:
BBC) with Sigma Chi Fraternity, 5:00 p.m. 360 E. Reed St.
(Delta Gamma House). Call
Kathryn 947-8412
FANTASY/ STRATEGY CLUB:
Meeting, AD&D, B-Tech,
Werewolf, Paranoia, 5:30
p.m.. 10:00 p.m. Costanoan
Room, top loor student union
Call 924-7097
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL
HONOR SOCIETY: Information,
9 a.m. to 1 p.m. SU outside.
Call 924-3508
JEWISH CAMPUS OUTREACH:
Rosh Hashanah Hospitality,
pm.. two (Ins
,1luer "’"

6.00 p.m. TBA Call Ester Riva
263-3246
PERSIAN MUSIC ENSEMBLE:
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.,
Music Building 186 Call Cam
288-5353
PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT: Dr.
Sterling Harwood "Civil Disobedience", 4:30 p.m. - 6:00
p.m. Call Sterling Harwood
924-4519
PRE-LAW Assocumoni: Meeting, Kaplan Tour, [SAT.
Q&A, 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Pacheco Room Call Marty
977-1320
PSI CHI: Meeting, 2:30 p.m.
DMH 308
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Drop-in
per advising for adult re-entry
students, 10:00 a.m. - 12:00
p.m. Adm. 223 Call Virginia
OReilly 924-5930
RE-ENTRY STUDENTS: Meet
and plan year, bring own
lunch, noon SU Pacheco Rm.
Call Pat Principi 924-5939.
SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN:
Art shows, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Art Bldg. Call Marla Novo
924 4330,
SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY: Movie
night with Delta Gamma
Sorority, 7:30 p.m. 284 S.
10th St. Call Bill 971-2012
SIKH STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
General meeting, 12:30 p.m.
SU Montalvo Rm. Call Parvinder 924-8736
SJSU STUDENTS FOR CHOICE:
Meeting, 1:30 p.m. - 3:00
p.m. Pacheco Room in Student Union Cali (408) 2363487
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS: General Meeting
11:30 a.m. Engineering Bldg.
Rm. E-333 Call Debbie 2252150.
SPARTA FENCERS: Club practice, 8 p.m SPX Rm. 89. Call
Cathy 296-2866.
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Crosstown freeway
will cut driving time
STOCKTON (AP) Finally,
Stockton residents will Ire able to
get directly from here to there
or yice versa from Freeway 99
to Interstate 5, that is.
The final link of a $150 million crosstown freeway project
triple the original cost is
just about completed and will he
dedicated on Sept. 16.
The 4.7-mile crosstown connection should nu driving time
between (:entral California’s two
major north-south freeways
from more than 15 minutes now
to about five minutes, Caltrans
officials say.
The Crosstown Freeway’s six
lanes are expected to carry
35,000 vehicles or more daily.
The thought of builditig a
crosstown freeway first began
back in the 1950%, even before
the interstate was built, said Out
Loftin’s, chairman of a citizens’
group.
The first segment of the
Freeway. m iiighway
Crossit
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4, was completed in 1975 and
the second in 1988. Construction of the final 1.25 miles
began in 1990.
"This is one of the biggest
projects completed in (San
Joaquin County) in a lot of
rats," said Michael Sheridan, a
Cahrans rutv director who
designed part of‘ the project.
A computer model indicates
that the amount of traffic on 1-5
thomgh Stockton will decrease
foi a time while traffic will
increase on heavily used 99,
which is old and increasingly
decrepit.
"Over time, that will balance
out and some traffic will move
back to 1-5," said Andy Chesley,
deputy director of the San
Joaquin Council of Governments.
Carlos Yamzon, an associate
C.altrans transportation planner,
said vane motorists will continue using surface streets even
after the freeway link opens.

Phones: Residents face change
From page I

through the owe!! kid s\ stem if
pill nits,- said
they all don’t
Sims. "They 1111, t flit 011 information about I rgisti anon and
events in the hall."
"For those who don’t subscribe to service, it presents a
challnige to gettilig messages to
students," said Weidman. "What
we do is go to the Moulder Hall
mailroom al id informati,m gets
put in students’ maillxrses."
"Overall its been bole’ tor
the student," said M. Cal iv.
"(Students) are saving as tar as
cost and it doesn’t take as long
to get some things done as it has
in the past as far as changes and
repairs.
"Personally, I think it’s better
because it helps students be better informed consumers," said
Weidman. "I thiril.. it is helpful to
see an itemired leting of wilco.
your in4,,,ty IS

Sims, a Moulder Hall resident
adviser. "It can be a potential
problem with speed because if
residents need immediate service it can slow down the rate in
which they get helped."
Guests who come to visit
friends without service can also
cause a problem.
"The problem is that guests
have to call from the outside
phones to (reach) the room of
the person they are visiting
because no one haslet them in,
said Smithman.
"If the person doesn’t have a
phone, they can’t (receive) a
call. If they yell up to the person’s room, they can get documented, which is a big hassle
too."
Getting information to students presents another problem.
"It’s hard for R.A. s to get
hold of all of the residents

code. This code is used like a
calling card, allowing students to
make local and long-distance
off-campus calls. The (barge for
calls outside of San Jg ,se is 7 percent cheaper than usitig a calling card, according to McCarty.
Using a calling card also
means a surcharge on the bill,
which is between 35-80 cents a
call, said McCarty. Telecommunications does not have a surcharge.
Safety hazards are a concern
for some students. For residents
without phone services, getting
in contact with an R.A. or University Police in an emergency
situation can be a problem.
"In an emergency situation,
residents without phones have
to come down to the lobby and
use the in-hall campus phone or
go to an R.A. ’s door," said David
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MILLVILLE (AP)
Someit doesn’t sound right:
Git along, little emu.
And yet here on Dorothea
Garrett’s Silver Ridge Ranch,
where you might expect to see
cattle grazing or horses trotting
along the fence line, the livestock of choice is emus giant,
homely, ostrich-like birds.
Some call them "kickin’
chickens" because their long
legs pack a mean wallop. Mostly,
they re docile, curious and
dumb as dirt.
And popular A breeding pair
can fetch the same price as a
prize bull.
The American Emu A.ssociadon, a national group based in
Dallas, has seen its membership
grow from 1,100 in January to
3,000 today and another 800 to
1,000 members are expected by
year’s end, officials said.
"It is difficult to describe the
growth. It’s geometric," said
association director Pierce Allman.
The emu, he said, is "almost
a totally usable resource." The
feathers have ornamental use;
their supple hides make a good
leather.
Enthusiasts insist that an oil
that builds up in a sack along
the emu’s back, applied topically, eases everything from arthritis to burns. Research on those
claims has just begun, but emu
oil pulls in $20 for a 1 1/2ounce bottle.
But the emu’s most important product is its flesh. And not
everyone is convinced that emu
meat is the Sunday dinner of
the future.
Eventually, fans say, this lowcholesterol red meat will have
Americans trashing their Tbones, despite its $10 to $12 per
pound wholesale price.
It. June, the Reno, Nev.,
Hilton hosted the first western
Emu Extravaganza 450 emu
experts from around the world,
gathered to feast on thinly sliced
emu steaks and morsels of emu
salami.
That same month, the emu
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Nordan, Okla., lists nu( t ochip
s.1 ial numbers of stolen birds.
These kinds of difficulties do
not daunt Garrett. She had tried
to raise horses, but failed when
the economy went south in
1987.
"We kept looking for something we could do on a small
parcel," she said, and emus
seemed to solve the problem.
"When we first got involved
in the business in 1990, I
couldn’t even get a veterinarian
to come out here," she said one
recent morning on her ranch
12 miles east of Redding in
north-central California.
She now has about 75 emus,
and she has come to love them.
The youngsters tend to get
excited when visitors come by.
They dance, throwing themselves on the ground and
against the fence. The females
make a drumming noise, especially at mating time.
"The male just grunts like a
pig," she said.

industry flew in an Australian
chef to give local chefs a taste of
the bird, and to convince them
to serve it.
"It requires quick cooking,"
said Stephen Conroy Devemsh
of West Perth, the chef. The
meat is less tasty than beef, but is
not as gamey as venison or game
birds.
Allman believes emu ranching could be a salvation for
America’s small farmers and
ranchers, and the meat could
help feed a hungry world.
Cattle growers, however, are
underwhelmed.
"Ultimately, I think it’s going
to go the way of the soy burger.
People don’t like it. They like
beef," said Bill O’Brien of Texas
Beef Inc., a cattle ranching and
feeding outfit in Amarillo,
Texas. He said the emu craze is
like a chain letter or "Ponzi
scheme" that feeds on itself.
In fact, Garrett’s company,
Emu Enterprises International,
promotes emu breeding as "the
Investment opportunity of the
1990s." The price of a pair of
chicks is now $3,500 to $4,000.
Breeding pairs fetch $35,0(X) to
$40,000.
The females lay 20 to 40
emerald-green eggs a veal: not
surprisingly’, egg-hiving and
hatching are important events at
Garrett’s ranch.
"We’ve done everything to
wine and dine the birds to get
eggs out of them even to the
point of putting music on and
setting out a table," she said.
The high prices already h.nr
led to yet another new in(1tisu 5.
emu rustling.
A Chico breeder recently had
two chicks born fully feathered and about the size of a
turkey disappear. In one
recent three-week period,
rustlers in Texas made off with
four chicks, 11 older emus and a
breeding pair.
So most breeders now insert
microchips sunder the skin or in
the tail of their birds to prevent
theft
A year-old publication, Emu
Today and Tomorrow, out of
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Arzabal keeps kicking
despite knee injuries
By Erika Schuman

Sanan MU& Staff Writer

7

Mike Arzabal, starting midfielder, kicks the ball high in the air during practice Monday.
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risTros BY ANDY BARRONSPARTAN DAB Y
Mike Arzahal practices head shots during practice Monday. While a
teammate holds the ball overhead, Arzabal jumps up and strikes it.
years. "Mike is one of the seniors
who has really stepped up this
year and people respect him
because he’s been around for a
while," Stewart said.
In his spare time, Mike
coaches freshmen and sophomores at Palo Alto High School.
He was recruited two years ago
by Jim Brown, chief of operations for the San Jose Black
Hawks.
Mike fits coaching into his
busy schedule at the end of his
soccer season during Christmas
break.The 1991-92 season was
his first year coaching.
"We won the league my first
year which was pretty neat,"
Mike said.
Mike really enjoys coaching
because he selects all of the players, makes all of the cuts,
arranges the bus schedules and
opposing team schedules: he
also organizes extra-curricular
activities such as having study
hall as a team.
"I really get into coaching. I
think it’s something I’ll do when
I get older."
The hardest part of coaching
for Mike is making the cuts. "I

have 80 or 90 kids who show up,
and I keep 20," Arzabal said. "It
kills me the night before
because I know they will be crying."
In addition to teaching ball
skills, strength development and
fitness, Mike concentrates on
team work.
"Anybody can teach skills and
make them run, but I try to take
it to the next level."
According to Mike, soccer is
the kind of game that demands
that the players really know and
trust each other.
"It’s really a neat thing when
everyone is clicking and working together and knows each
other and sticks up for each
other."
As if school, soccer and
coaching were not enough.
Mike also . orks for the Black
Hawks as part of their day giune
staff in charge of all the program sales and half time drawings.
Mike plans to graduate in the
fall of 1994.
Ile plans to pursue a career
using his art degree, but he is
not sure in which area.

SJSU student challenges American Gladiators
By Pamela C.ornelison

$79

If a knee injury can be potentially fatal for an athlete, then
senior Mike Arzabal, a starting
midfielder for the Spartan soccer team, is an exception.
Arzabal has injured four of
his eight ligaments in both
knees and undergone two surgeries during his soccer career.
He tore his right lateral
meniscus last season; he has
torn both posterior cruciates,
which are supposed to be career
ending, according to Arzabal;
and he has torn his right lateral
collateral.
"I probably have the worst
knees of anz athlete at this
whole school, Arzabal said.
Three injuries ago, Mike was
told he would never play soccer
again; but his dedication and
love for the game proved them
wrong.
At age five, two years after his
parents were divorced, Mike
started playing soccer.
"I think my mom felt a little
guilty that I had no male influence in my life," Arzabal said.
His dentist was his first soccer
coach and the one who persuaded Mike’s mom to introduce him to the game.
"I think she just wanted to get
me around men," Arzabal said.
Mike and his mom moved
from San Jose to Dallas, Texas
which is when he decided that
soccer would be an integral part
of his life.
He was in the third grade
when he made the Texas State
team for his age group; he was
also on a team that won the Dallas Cup, which is one of the
largest youth soccer tournaments in America.
"Right about then. I figured
out that I was pretty good at
this," Arzabal said.
"Mike has great enthusiasm
and good knowledge of the
game," said four-year teammate
and defensive midfielder Harrison Stewart.
Arzabal and Stewart came to
SJSU together as freshmen and
have played together all four

Si Latin
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High above the gymnasium
floor, Tank and Turbo flank the
tall post, guarding the rows of
yellow, blue and red balls. The
two giants watch over the area
with eyes narrowed, waiting to
challenge anyone who attempts
to reach the pole and score
points against them.
The buffed duo resemble the
"Pump . . . You . . Up" twins,
Hans and Franz, but with one
important difference: Tank and
Turbo, as well as their bulging
biceps and granite triceps, are
for real. They are American
Gladiators, and this is their game
of "Swing Shot."
Contender James Fanshier, a ’
21 -year-old SJSU senior majoring
in human performance, readies
himself lii fleet the two giants.
Turbo’s thigh looks about the
same size as Fanshier’s mid-section.
Fanshier, armed with agility,
intensity and a bungee cord har-

924.5950
Associated students &lours services

tics.sed to his 5-foot-10-inch, 165pound athletic frame, climbs to
the highest platform, dragging
his cord behind him.
He stands tall then leaps from
the platform, successfully building enough momentum and
tension in the bungee cord to
catapult back up and around
one of the angry gladiators.
Fanshier quickly snatches one
yellow ball in his left hand, and
with his right, stuffs another
between his teeth. Now he must
swing past the gladiators and
drop the balls into the basket for
the points he needs to stay in the
game. Does he make it?
Aficionados will have to tune
in to "American Gladiators" on
.1:111
Channel 2, Saturday and Oct.
1.1P’
23, at midnight to find out how
well "Young James" (as he was
nicknamed on the show) does
in "Swing Shot" and the other
Gladiator events.
Fanshier auditioned for the
show in April, going through a
rigorous physical tryout and
interview that netted 24 contenders from the original 2,000
applicants.
When asked how he prepared
for the tryout, Fanshier said he
didn’t."It’s not something you
can really prepare for," he said.
"It has more to do with lifestyle.
Competing in American Gladiators is a cross-trainer’s dream
come true."
Although Fanshier’s experience in gymnastics, swimming
and fencing, as well as wrestling
and playing volleyball for West
Valley College, was an asset, he
said it was his experience in
drama that helped- him to win
LEZLEE A. MCFADDENSPARTAN DAILY
over the producers of the show.
They were looking for a flashy SJSU student James Fanshier will be competing in the "American
performance, and Fanshier said Gladiators" television show which will air on Saturday.
that’s what he gave them.
Each contender competed in
These titans of television, push/pull tug-of-war, or five-toat least eight of 16 games per averaging 6 feet 3 inches tall and one in games like ’The Gauntround against Hawk, Laser, 260 pounds, competed one-to- let," a 60-yard dash through a
Sabre, Tower and Turbo, the five one with contenders in games runway blocked at each section
main American Gladiators.
like ’Whiplash," a single-handed, by an "armed" gladiator.
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State O Mandela reaches out
Watch
to whites in S. Africa
Black politicians
call voucher
proposal racist
LOS ANGELES (Al’) Proposition 174, the school
voucher measure on the
November state ballot, was
criticized by black politicians
as racist.
Prop. 174 backers countered with claims of support
in black communities.
The charge of racism was
leveled Monday at a news conference called by a dozen
black officeholders at the Los
Angeles Unified School District offices.
"This is simply an initiative
to privatize public education
and to make it OK to discriminate, whether on the basis of
race, gender or physical handicap, City Councilwoman
Rita Walters said.
Andrew Cunningham, the
South Central Los Angeles
director for the Yes on 174
campaign, dismissed the
charge.

"It’s always easy to charge
racism in a political campaign.
It’s hard to defend, creates a
lot of attention and appeals to
the emotions," he said. "But
we are finding there is a lot of
support out in the black community.’
Prop. 174 would provide
parents $2,600 annual vouchers to pay for public or private
schooling for their children.

CAPE TOWN, South Africa
(Al’) - If much of white South
Africa is huddling behind
barbed-wire fences and thinking
about emigrating, Nelson Mandela’s ANC is putting out a
soothing message: "Don’t panic.
We need you."
As Parliament convened to
pass bills that will end white rule,
Mandela and ANC officials
launched an exhaustive campaign tour across the Cape
Town area this week to reassure
whites and the mixed-race population - classified as "colored"
under apartheid - that they
have a future in the new South
Africa.
Mandela says the message is
"critically important" for the
African National Congress, the
expected victor in South Africa’s
first nonracial election April 27.

Whites represent only about
one-sixth of South Africans, but
they are the most prosperous
population group. Along with
the mixed-race population, the
second-largest minority group in
the country, they comprise
about 9 million of South Africa’s
40 million people.
If they flee, taking their
wealth with them, it will undermine the new government’s ability to reverse a four-year recession and meet the expectations
of millions of mostly impoverished blacks.
The ANC is facing an aggressive campaign from the ruling
National ’Party, which is trying to
convince whites an ANC victory
will lead to communists in government, more crime in white
neighborhoods and continued
political violence in black areas.

@ Mitterrand’s illness
delays summit
SEOUL, South Korea (Al’)
- France promised closer economic ties with South Korea on
Tuesday in talks delayed briefly
after French President Francois
Mitterrand became ill.
The summit between Mitterrand and President Kim Youngsam was postponed a half-hour
after Mitterrand felt sick to his
stomach during a ceremony at
the presidential mansion.
The 76-year-old French
leader vomited into a hankerchief, then was rushed to a

restroom, where he vomited
again and changed clothes
before beginning discussions
with Kim.
After two hours of talks, Mitterrand attended a state dinner,
smiling and looking refreshed.
French Embassy officials said
Tuesday’s talks went well,
although Mitterrand’s health
was the first topic of conversation. Mrs. Mitterrand said during the 13-hour flight her husband ate something that disagreed with him.

Shevardnadze says 1/071, quits,
but parliament says he stays
TBILISI, Georgia (Al’) Eduard Shevardnadze, in the
second dramatic resignation of
his career, declared he was quitting as Georgian leader Tuesday
after the parliament balked at
giving him emergency powers.
The action plunged Georgia’s
government into crisis and left it
with no clear leader. More than
10,000 protesters - many of
them armed - massed around
the
parliament
building
demanding that Shevardnadze
stay on the job.
"I cannot live in a country
which has a reputation for murderers and bandits," Shevardnadze told the cheering crowd
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ELECTRONICS
MAC POWER9OOK 1404/40 for
sale. Other Mac/DOS units refurbished with warranty. Surplus rkeri
toy. Call Target: 408/241.3639.

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BED SETS: Queen: $86. Full: 575.
Tv,,n. $65. Etunteds. $125.
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers Daybed: $65. Brass queen with
Reach out 4 hours per week as a mattress set: $285. Everything
Community Frend, providing social new!! 998-2337.
support to those who endure
mental illness. We train. Call ROYAL-TREK INTERNATIONAL
presents fine fragrances from Paris
(408)4360606.
Perfumes. Versions of: Chanel No 5,
Opium, Beautiful, EterObsession,
BUDDIST MEDITATION CLASSES.
Wednesday evenings near SJSU. nity, Joy. Shalimar, Oscar de la
Renta, Red, Giorgio. Poison. White
Saraha Center 297-6840.
Linen, Pssion, L’Air du Temps, HaF
ston. Samsara, Realities. Spell.
NEW STUDENT DENTAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge. bound, Escape & Lauren. 1/2 oz.
$15./bottle. 1 oz. -520. bottle.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Great for yourself or gift giving.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or call All perfumes guaranteed to your
satisfaction. We challenge you to
(800)655-3225.
tell the difference from the original.
100% PURE ADRENAUNE 11111! To order, send your check with
Experience the thrill of free falling sales tax, add $3.00 shipping to:
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Azea’s RoyaFTrek Intl. 433 W. Allen Unit
only skydiving center. Come (on us 102, San Dimas, CA 91773.
for a tandem jump and enjoy your (800)876.1668.
first skydrye with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seekHELP WANTED
er, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
READERS & TEST
a
WANTED
fastest road to becoming
certified skydiver, starting with a six proctors to assist disabled stuhour class and a mile long freefall dents. Contact Disabled Student
the same day. Videos of your jump Services: 9246000.
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students arid grads. SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
For more info call (510)6347575. Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
WANT TO KNOW THE SCORE? and preschool programs. Teachers
Call Sport/Enterrainnient line and subs must have minimum 6
1-900-990.5505 ext. 460. $2.00 units in education, recreation, or
per min. 18 or older. Touch Phone child development. Full and part
required. Avg. call 3 min. Ley Ni. time shifts job sharing and flex,
ble hours for students. $6. $8.
Anchorage AK
per hour. Medical, dental, and eye
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE care benefits for 30+ hours weekYou need exposure to succeed in ly. Great job for male or female
MODELING. Now you can pat your students. Call 408/257-7320.
photo and information in front
or 10u s or me top advertising WANTED: SOMEONE TO TEACH
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your me Spanish. Cuban accent
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM preferred, not required. Call Jill at
245-4749 for details.
for details. (4081249-9737.
MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT MAC/WINDOWS SPECIAUST in
in the Spartan Daily Classified. tech support & network mgmt.
need 2+ yrs exp providing support
For nfo call 9243277.
to Mw/Wrolars/DOS users. No.ell a
+. Must be people resat. Resume
AUTOMOTIVE
2555 Part, #7, Palo Alto, CA 94336.
19115 CHEVY SPRINT FOR SALE.
Runs excellent. 55 MPG, all MATH/SCI. READER FOR HIGH
service records available. $1600. school. 55./ST., up to 10 hrs.ryik. Fick
up n Willow Glen. Jean 298-0275.
or best offer. 408/4563541.
VS HONDA CRX: Sip, 981x nibs. SECURITY: RLL ON poinr11111E
AC, AM/FM cassette, alarm. red, Full training $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
$5,000. Call 510-7907079
Excellent Benefits
Credrt Union
AUTO INSURANCE
Medical/Dental Insurance
Campus Insurance Service
Vacation Pay
Special Student Programs
Referral Bonus
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Apply Monday Friday 8 am. -5 pm.
"Great Rates for Good avers"
Vanguard SecwIty Soden
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
CA
95054.
Near 101. at San
Student"
"Good
Torn as Expi. & Olcoft. Equal
"Family Multi-car’
Opportunity
Employer.
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION
Make up to $2,000+/mo. teaching
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
basic conversational English
’95 YAMAHA RNA 1.90Z &rooter abroad. Japan, Taiwan. and S.
Fwy legal, bit, lo miles. trunk, wind Korea. Many provide room & board
+ other benefrts. No previous train
shield. cover. $1,400. 2968447.
ing required. For more information
call 1-206-632-1146 ext. J6041.

from a window. He demanded
the parliament dissolve itself
before he withdraws his resignation.
The popular leader has
threatened to resign before to
force Georgian lawmakers to
accept his policies. He did so
again Tuesday after some opposition members criticized his
plan to crack down on criminals
and insurgents and accused him
of seeking "dictatorial powers."
Following the failed coup and
collapse of the Soviet Union,
Shevardnadze returned to his
homeland in March 1992 to
lead his native land after President Zyiad Gamsakhurdia was

driven from office in a military
putsch.
Since then, political turmoil
has worsened in the Caucasus
nation of 5.5 million people
because of at least two separatist
movements and a simmering
insurgency led by Gamsakhurdia’s armed supporters in western Georgia.
Shevardnadze asked the parliament to impose a state of
emergency to let him fight Gamsakhurdia’s men. The 65-Yearold leader also wanted more
power to fight rampant crime
and armed gangs. Ruffians have
been blamed for the August
murder of American diplomat.

Phone: 924-3277 IN FAX: 924-3282
GREEKS & CLUBS
Raise up to $1.000. in Just one
week! For your fraternity, sorority
& club. Plus $1,000. for yourself!
And a Free T-shirt just for calling.
1-800-932-0528, ext. 75.

2 BORM APARTMENT S750/MO.
Security type buliaing,
Secure parking
Close in
Modem building
Free Basic Cable service
laundry room
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. Earn Village Apartments.
up to $2,000+/month + world trav- 576 S. 5th St. (4081295.6893.
el (Hawaii. Mexico, the Caribbean.
etc.). Summer and career employ 780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
ment available. No experience 2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
necessary. For more information 1 bdrm. /1 bath- $595. Walk or
call 1.206634-0468 ext. C6041.
ride bike to school. Very clean.
roomy & remodeled. Secured
PART TIME HELP WANTED in entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
Santa Clara bicycle shop. Cycling TV. Ample parking, Call 288-9157
and mechanical experience
preferred. Salary negotiable. STUDIO FOR 1 PERSON. No pets.
$495./mo. rid. util. + $300. sec.
Call 4082436907. 11anx7pm.
dep. Parking Call 259-7040.
ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Guards / Patrol Officers 1 BORM: $575. STUDIO: $525.
dep: $300. 3 blocks from SJSU.
Needed Nowt
Full time / Part time. All shifts.
1 week free! HMS 997-8200 x335.
Apply Mon.- Fn. 8am. - Rpm.
THE PRICE YOU WANT...
5550 Meridian Ave., San Jose.
(408)286.5880.
AND THE SPACE YOU NEED!
Large studio. 1 & 2 bedroom apts.
Just minutes from SJSU!
TEACHERS - INSTRUCTORS P/T
Call Timberwood Apts.
inst. for elementary schools.
578.6800.
Degree not required. Work around
your classes. 403287-8025.
EOE/AAE.
2 MR. 1 St near ILISU/ipat Town.
Pvt, parking. laundry. $685./mo.
SALES / MANAGEMENT positions Call (510)8296348 for appt.
available for career oriented
GATEWAY APTS.
individual in the hearth fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
2 blocks from campus.
2 bd./2 be.. 900-1,000 Sq. ft.
had over a 900% growth rate over
Ideal for up to 4 students.
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If Free cable. Underground parking.
Security gates. Game room.
you are an eager & self motivated
Laundry room. 4th &
individual looking to start off nght.
Rents starting at $750./mo.
we will give you a chance. Salaries.
Call mgr. 947.0803 .
commissions, bonuses. trips &
benefits, 14K- 31K annual. Please
fax your resume to (510) 713- QUALITY OF LIVING & STUDY
0850 and call 1 -800-883-KICK. Willow Gardens Apartments
1750 Stokes Street. 9930300.
Ask for Mr. Berryessa.
The best in Willow Glen area.
CUSTOMER SERVICE, Pays base Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3
salary and bunus - $8.50/hr and bOrm./2 bath. Recreation room
up. Part time or full time. Call w/wet bar, fitness center, pool &
saunas. For move in special, call
408/369.1704.
408/996-0300
an
GET A REAL JOB! Vector,
international chain aggressively
expanding in the Bay Area, combines good pay with practical marketable experience for your
resume. Starting pay $12.25 /hr.
Earn $245./week part-time
Retail sales/customer service
Flexible hours set around school
No experience is necessary
Extensive training provided
100 scholarships awarded
Can earn units at S.J.S.U.
Apply in person at Our San Jose
headquarters, conveniently located
near SJSU at 525 Race Street.
Call 280-5195 for times to apply.
For Milpitas office, call 262-8070
or 510.796-2142.

$275. SINGLE RM. UTIL. INCL.
Kitcri/laundry pm. Share bath. Tei.
sep. No smoking. Intl health env.
Capitol Expy./Hellyer park. Hill loc.
Phone Jim 226-9938. N. msg.

SERVICES
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
Live counselor, M.A., *cal coiege
exp. Each call treated as individual
aopt. Additional info mailed. If I
don’t have the answer to your
question. I’ll get it and call
you back! Call 900-506CCIS.
954/min, Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm.
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10%
of net profrts support local educebon programs. College Career
Information Services,
WASHINGTON SQUARE FEDERAL
CREDIT UNION
"STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS"
Merr bershrP open exclusively
to SJSU Students. Alumni, and
Advisory Faculty!
Services include:
Auto Loans S Personal Loans $
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
Exceptional Rates!!!
Convenient location.
48 S. 7th Street. Suite 201
San Jose, CA 95112
Call for more info:
(408)947-7273

5511 MONEY FOR COLLEGE $U
We can match you scholarships,
grants for only 5’ 9. No GPA or
need requires. For info:
Atkinson Scholarship Services.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with 408/2258332, 445 Beth. 51. 96111.
P A and 15 years experience iow
accepting students wishrg to DO YOU want a computer search
excell at guitar or bass. All styles done to find scnolarshrps for you?
weicome: Rock. R&B, Jazz. Fusion. Many soarces available. 80%
Blues, Folk, Reggae. and Funk. require no GPA or have no income
Beginner, IntermecFate & Advanced limitations. Call or write: Unique
are welcome. 8(11: 408/298.6124. Semce Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae,
CA 94030 i415i 692-484 7
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED!
Unwanted hair removed forever.
No "iin,rri.,m GPA. No ’ nanc. a
Specialist. Confidential.
need. Send for Free info today!
Your own probe or disposable.
Premier Resources. P.O. Box 970,
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
Pleasanton, CA 94566.
24744811.
wRMNG. RESEARCH, EDITING.
Versat ie. ewer. star’
ESL students a specialty.
S00777.7901

MEN AND WOMEN- BARE IT ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest- Lip’ Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First spot.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15.
1993. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Carrpoell Ave. #17,
Campbell. (408)3733500

SERVICES FINANCIAL

DON’T BE EMBARRASSED.Buy
your condoms thru the mail. Corrt,
denial. Major brands at discounted
prices. Friendly employees. Shipped
in plain packages. Concierge
Services: 1 -800.920-SAFE or
51071.37700. Be safe not sorry.

WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
si_noiarship Matching
No GPA or need qualifications
Money back guarantee
Information & apoickl ri1W Scholarship Marc- c
P.O. Box 53.41,,
San Jose. CA 95153-0450
408629-8886

SO% DISCOUNTI
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh.
Enhance your natural beauty!!
Eve Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires December 15. 1993.
40113794500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.

MONEY FOR COLLEGE III
Money is waiting for you right now
from Private Scholarships. Grants
and Fellowships. No Financial
Need and No GPA minimum
require. For FREE literature pack.
age. CALL NOW! 408.993-7208.
Access/control 52081993.

DON’T PAY ITII
Don’t pay $70. .5100. for a scriolarsho search. Get $ soutes NOW!
Call Scholar -Dollar$ today!!
14000880cc13 eft 703.52. min. 5
mn. mat 18 cr doer. 77 crrne reg. &
save even more, order our book
’Scholarships, Grants and Loans’.
Contains dozens of money sources
& time saving tips. Order today!
Only $5.95 to Schoirp-Dollarti, P.O.
Box456 Mt. Herman. CA 95041.
30 day M/B Guarantee. Allow 46
wee. Strauss Ent. 408-625-1910.
NEED MORE SSS FOR COU.E0E7
W-e or call
FO, SChad,S,p and Grant Info
College Educaoonai
Franca Aid Consultancy
1;043017
594309
0432

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSiONAL word Processing.
papers, group
Theses.
projects. re ,.. es. letters. etc.
All formats. especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Cali Linda1408 2644504.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing,.&,-.
Group Porects. Resumes. Letters.
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser II. All formats. specializing
in APA. Slav
ard
grammarical editing Free disc
storage. All work guaranteed Worry
free, oependabie. and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve ,our time! Cart
PAM 247-2681 (8arn-tiomi. las
Sins Aadltlonsi 10% Per Release
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Ca Marsha at 2669446 for fui
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar. sentence
torn y
s’ -./e. ounct,,..ar
,
iX4;,. Tunica,. MLA
,- p*
preparation: c .sccc r
laser print ng
.7 t-.
Resume/cove: ere, aepark oInternalonsl Students Wiricornel
Wiiiow Ger area 7.304,8
HAYWARD.FRENIONTUNION CITY
WordproceAli work
’
.4 r
Theses
Quick iv,,

WP 5 :. Lase, ;.
7 days a week ’
ro 11 pr"
Suzanne Scott 510 489-9794.
MATE TO TYPEl
"I
If Mrs got your aftentiOn. gve yourdo it for you!
self a break Ler
Pick up arc aeiii.e’y 51 00
Resumes, term papers & theses
APA format. $2 00 tier double
c:-..ced page 5 00 mirk-num. CaI
398354.
ExPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
c Sc’ence
yes our soecan La,’ o’ -g
Free spell check arc storage
APA, Turabran and other formats
Resumes. editing, grapr
and other services avaiikt
Masterson’s Wore Process
Cal Paul or Virginia 40825143449.

DAILY CL4SSIFIED-ADVER77SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers. punctuation & spaces between woros
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LEARN TO OE A LOAN OFFICER.
Excellent ground floor opportunity,
You could be making up to
$35.000.00 your first year!
To learn how, call 37E48088 for an
appointment or fax 378-8089.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
Call 1-8004364365 Ext. P3310.

MJEM
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS.
2 bed/2 bath apt available now
4 blocks from campus. Free cable
TV, water & garbage. Off street
parking available. Several units
starting at 5710.00/mo. Call Dan
at 295.5256.

-k
Nrrne

Ad Rates:

3-IIne minimum
One
"Two Thews
Day
Days
Days
3 linos
$7
$5
$9
4 lines
$10
$6
$5
$11
an**
$7
$9
6 linos
$10
$12
$11
$1 tur each additional line

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Frye
Days
$13
514
.515
$16

Alter the filth Any, rate Inenseeee by $t per day.
First line (25 spaces) in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES’
3-9 lines: $70. 10-14 lines: $90.
15-19 lines: $110.

kklre,

Please check /
your classification:
Atitarlk.tio.o
- ’

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose Stat University,
San Jou, CA., 95192-0149
Classified desk is locaw in (5ywuht Renter Hall Room 209
All ads are prepaid
Deadline Two days belie publication
Consecutive publications dates only No refunds on cancelled ads
II QUESTIONS? CALL PM) 91914277

reit: Wanted
- Hcusing
- Lost and Found
Services
- Services Financra
- Travel
- Tutoring
- Word Pro, r,sirxt
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SPARTAN DAILY

Children raised in troubled times forging a future of peace

01
Two young Palestinian boys stand outside a poor Gaza Strip marketplace in 1968. The rundown conditions are typical of life in the area at this time. The Arabic writing on the wall
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says, "We will be back." The slogan, which is commonly seen, means "Our land has been
taken away and occupied, hut we promise we will rake it back."
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H.itring in the shade with their children, Palestinian
peasant women take a short rest from their work in
the fields before they prepare lunch. The women
began their day at 5 a.m. with morning prayers, then
worked in the fields from 6 a.m. until the sun is too
hot for work, usually around 10 or 11 a.m. The women

said noon prayers, ate the mid-day meal and then
returned to the fields until afternoon prayers at 4:30.
After prayers they came home to prepare dinner. As
the sun went down, they said the sunset prayer. The
women cleaned up, put the children to bed and said
the final late night prayer just before midnight.

the peace accords for
the Middle East were negotiated in Norway and signed
in Washington D.C., their
impact was felt around the
world.
Everyone who grew up or
has relatives in the area
and even those who have just
visited the region were
awestruck to hear about the
history in the making.
1%8, SJSU student Anita
Medal visited the newly
Israeli-occupied Gaza Ship.]!
was a year after Israel had
won the Six Day War and
taken over this former Palestinian land.
Medal recorded these
images of a people living in
austere circumstances and
doing their best to go on with
daily life.
The Palestinian Intifada" (uplising) became a part
of these children’s lives when
they readied their 20s, in
1987. This was another step
down the long road to signing the treaty on Monday.
More than two decades
alter these 1%8 photos were
taken, these children will be in
their 30s. They will be part of
the first generation to raise
their ounz children in peace.

Girls between the ages of 10 and 15 work in a sewing factory in Gaza.
Many of the girls went to work after finishing the sixth grade, because
their parents could not afford to keep them in longer. Today, most children complete the ninth grade and higher education is emphasized.
san lose state university

Come join us!

Associated students leisure services

Wednesday 9-15-93 5:00-9:00pm

tinuteg

GRAND OPENING
Students and Faculty Welcome
Champagne
Food

apply today!
1114

Prizes
Decathlon Club

passes

Palestinian children kill rim aside their families’ store in a poor marketplace area. Most children in this area had few toys or other material
possessions because of the level of living.

Gaza Strip

49er tix
Sharks tix
*Dinner for two

var:

You can be a referee for A.S. Leisure
Services Intramural Sports.
You decide which evenings or weekends
to work, and which sports you want to
officiate
If you have experience officiating, we
want you
If you’ve never done it before, we’ll train
you in the sports you are interested in.

We pay you. You keep the shirt.

Photography by Anita Medal

Sportsty les
A Professional Full Service Salon
112 Paseo de San Antonio
(Colonade Plaza)
(408)292-CUTS

What 8 deal.

Call 921.5966 or 924.5971 for more facts
S6 58 50 per game!
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Greenwood Trust Company

arm Greenvmd Trust Company ’s
Agreement which will

X
A.o
DON T FORC,ET TO ATTACH PHOTOCOPY OF STUDENT ID ioR PAID TUITION BILL FOR THE CURRENT SEMESTER,

V

At

I

to check m!, credit record and \en), my credit, employment and income references. underI authorize
corporate affiliates. I
stand that the information contained on the application may be shared
be mailed to me Aith rn credit
agree to De bound by the terms and conditions of the Discover Cardmember
card I understand that the agreement
be amended in the future

fi,4e0 on Recycled Paper
. care about the eremonmentl

MEMBER M NETWORK

YS

Better arid Best Rates nave a12
make motored payments converts

Grace Period
For Payment
Of Balances
For Purchases

. doable
Rate
information

Annual
Percentage Rate
For Purchases

,

18% maximum Failure to

-’ , .ary.i.e . 19.8% when
1119A31,
Annual percentage rate tor cash adotetce
Pone Rate 1.7
Pnme Rate is lower than 10.9%. and Prime F.1,
8 9 percentage
more for residents of ME. NC and VV. 185 ira, section Fee Finance Cringe ky en/ I, lash
25%. $500 01 to $1000 2 Ces: Si.000 01 or more 1.5%. we a minimal of S2.00 and no
rant fee 515 for payment more than 20 clays merdue. Overlhecredabrnd fee None
I understand this accourn only for personal. family and household purposes It is not fOr business or comer
C purposes The asphcant. 4 maned. me, apply for a separate account Rnance charges mil not exceed those
Permille0 law

unCirstanCI they Me Joint cardrhemner accepts

019933 Greenwood Trust Cornpam. Member FDIC

Annual
Fees

Mine, Per, ,d ..
Rnanc,
Charge

.

ILLINOIS RESIDENTS: Residents of Phnom mar contact the lianas Commissioner of Banks and Trust
Companies Mr comparative Information on interest rates. charges. fees and grace period Wme. State of
Illinois CUP PP. Box 10181_ Springfield. Illinois 62791. or <n111800834-5452
OHIO RESIDENTS
WISCONSIN RESIDENTS
. -

Su. ACCOUNT TERMS AND CHARGES DISCLOSED HEREIN ARE ACCURATE AS OF THE PRINTING DATE. BUT ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE TO FIND OUT WHAT MAY HAVE CHANGED AFTER THE PRINTING DATE WRITE TO US AT.
PG BOA 15410 WILMINGTON. DE 198860820
A consumer credit report me) be ordered in connection mth this aPOkcation. or subsequently in correction with
the aplate renewal or extension of Credit upon your request. you will be informed whet*, or not a consumer
credit ,eport was ordered. and if it waS. yOu will be gown Me nary and address of the consumer reporting agenCS
that furnshed Me report The Discover’ Card is issued by Greenwood Trust COmPany. Member FDIC

Method Of
Computing
The Balance
For Purchases

Address------

Spouse’s Name
Spouses

V ’SHIA 3F13H 010d

.0 POSTAGE
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Use your Discover Card
where you see this sign.

Ii L,1AIES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS MAIL

PERMIT NO. 747

LILMINGTON. DELAWARE

Postage will be paid ti addressee

GREENWOOD TRUST COMPANY
DISCOVER CARD
PO BOX 15159
WILMINGTON DE 19885-9505
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